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We report the first observation of the decay D/-+ K°K+ and a new measurement of the decay
D/-+ K* (892)°K+. The data were collected at .JS -4.14 GeV with the Mark III detector at the
SLAC e+e- storage ring SPEAR. We obtain the relative branching fractions B(D/-+K°K+)J
B(D/-+ l{nr+) -0.92±0.32±0.20 and B(D/-+ i(*°K+)/B(D/- I{IH+) -0.84±0.30±0.22, using
our new determination of aB(D/-+ I{IH+). A search for the Cabibbo-suppressed decay D/-+ K 0 1r+
yields a limit B(D/-+ K 0 H+)/B(D/-+ I{IH+) < 0.21 at the 90% confidence level.
PACS numbers: 13.25.+m, 14.40.Jz

The weak hadronic decays of D 0 and D + mesons have
been studied by numerous experiments. Most of these
results are understood by QCD-corrected models, 1 which
predict an enhancement of the nonleptonic partial widths
of both the D 0 and D + over the naive spectator model
values. No unambiguous evidence for significant exclusive nonspectator processes (W exchange or W annihilation) has yet been observed in D 0 , D +, or D/ decays. 2- 5 The difference in the D 0 and D + total nonleptonic transition rates 6•7 is thought to be caused by the
presence of interference in D + decays. 8 •9 The effects of
nonspectator diagrams may be understood from further
measurements of exclusive charm decay modes. We
present herein the first evidence for the decay 10 D/
- K.°K+, a new measurement of the decay D/
- K.* (892) °K +, and an upper limit for the decay
D/-K 0 n+.
The data sample, a total of 6.30 ± 0.46 pb -I, was collected at .Ji -4.14 GeV with the Mark III detector 11 at
the SLAC e + e - storage ring SPEAR. In this analysis,
data from the main drift chamber, the time-of-flight system (TOF), and the dE I dx system are used. At
.Ji -4.14 GeV, D/ mesons are produced predominantly
in the reactions 12 (a) e + e - - Ds ± Ds* + and (b) Ds* +
- rDs +. The Ds ± produced by reaction (a) is referred

to as primary, while that produced by reaction (b) is referred to as secondary. The primary Ds ± is produced
with a fixed momentum of 0.35 GeV /c, while the secondary Ds+ is produced with momentum between 0.18 and
0.47 GeV/c.
The search for D / - K°K+ is made in the K~K+
- n + n- K + final state. Kaon and pion candidates are
selected using particle-identification information from
TOF and dE/dx. 13 Candidate K~'s are formed from all
n + n- combinations in which the reconstructed K~ decay vertex is displaced from the average beam position
by at least 3 mm normal to the beam axis. This requirement significantly reduces combinatoric background
(Fig. 1), while rejecting only 9% of the K~-n+n- decays from D/- K.°K+.
Accepted n + n- K + combinations are kinematically
fitted to the hypothesis e + e-- K~K + Ds*-, where the
D.*- is not reconstructed. 14 Candidates with fit x2
confidence level (C.L.) > 10% are retained, resulting in
~he K~K+ mass distribution in Fig. 2(a). An enhanceinent is observed at the D/ mass. No D/ signal is observed when the imposed recoil mass constraint is placed
outside the Ds* mass region. The fit hypothesis is correct
only for decays of primary D/'s, which are reconstructed with a mass resolution of -5 MeV/c 2• The fit also
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FIG. l. Inclusive tr+ tr- mass distribution before (unshaded) and after (shaded) the vertex displacement requirement is
imposed.

retains secondary decays with t of the efficiency for primary decays. These secondary D/ candidates, however,
have a broader mass distribution which extends ± 50
MeV/c 2 about the D/ mass.
The background contribution arising from D 0 and D +
decays is predicted with a Monte Carlo simulation
[shaded histogram in Fig. 2(b)]. At ..Ji -4.14 GeV, D
mesons are copiously produced in the final states D* l5*,
D *l5, and DD, with production cross sections and decay
branching fractions which are well measured in our own
data at 3.77 and 4.14 GeV. 2•6• 15• 16 No enhancement in
the D/ region is predicted to arise from D-meson decays
or from other D/ decay modes.
The number of observed D / - K~K + decays, 23.3
± 5.9, is determined by fitting the mass spectrum in Fig.
2(a). The normalization of the background is allowed to
vary and its shape is taken from the unshaded histogram
in Fig. 2(b), which shows the sum of the predicted contributions from noncharm continuum events 17 and D decays. The total of these contributions is consistent with
the observed number of background entries. The shapes
and relative amounts of the primary and secondary signal contributions are also obtained by a Monte Carlo
calculation. We assume B(Di+- rD/)-100%. The
average detection efficiency, including B(K 0 -+n+n-),
is 7.8%. This yields the cross section times branching
fraction aB(D/-+ K°K+) -24± 6± 5 pb, where a
a(e + e - - + D/ Ds*- + Ds- Ds* + ). The systematic error includes the uncertainties in the background shape
(13%); the detection efficiency (16%), the integrated
luminosity (7%), and the mass of the Ds*- (1 %).
To search for the Cabibbo-suppressed decay D/
-+ K 0 n+, a similar procedure is followed. 18 The resulting K~n+ mass spectrum appears in Fig. 3(a). Monte
Carlo signal and background shapes are determined as in
the D/-+ K°K + analysis. The predicted number of D
and continuum entries agrees with the observed spectrum [Fig. 3(b)]. A 90%-C.L. upper limit of 3.8 signal
events is obtained by integrating the likelihood function.
Allowing for efficiency (9.5%) and increasing the limit
by the systematic uncertainty (18%) yields aB(D/
-+ K 0 n+) < 3.7 pb (90% C.L.).
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FIG. 2. (a) KgK+ mass distribution after kinematic fit. (b)
Background distributions predicted by a Monte Carlo simulation, normalized to integrated luminosity of the data set. The
shaded histogram shows the contribution from D* l5*, D* l5,
and DD events; the unshaded histogram gives the total for
these final states and noncharm continuum events.

The D/-+ /(*(892)°K+ decay is studied in the
K + K - n + final state. In the inclusive K - n + mass spectrum (Fig. 4), a /(* 0 signal is observed with the expected
mass and width. A one-constraint kinematic fit to the
hypothesis e + e - - + K +K - n + Ds* - is performed for
each K+K-n+ combination. The K*°K+ mode is
selected by requiring the fitted K - n + mass to be within
75 MeV/c 2 of the nominal /(* 0 mass. For the reaction
D/-+ /(*°K+, /(* 0 - K -n+, the polar angle 9" of the
n + in the /(* 0 helicity frame is expected to have a cos 2 9,.
distribution. The requirement Icose,.l > 0.3 is imposed
to improve the signal-to-background ratio. The resulting
K*°K+ mass distribution [Fig. 5(a)] shows aD/ signal.
The validity of the D/-+ K*°K+ signal is checked by
examining /(* 0 sidebands and by varying the recoil mass
constraint. No peak is observed at the D/ mass in ei-
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FIG. 3. (a) Kgtr+ mass distribution after kinematic fit. The
curve represents the 90%-C.L. upper limit on the number of
signal events. (b) Monte Carlo background distributions: D
events (shaded) and the sum of D and noncharm continuum
events (unshaded).
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FIG. 4. Inclusive K -lr+ mass distribution. The enhancements in the high mass region result from D--+ Krrrr and
D--+Kir.

ther case.
The mass spectrum in Fig. 5 (a) is fitted by the procedure used in the K°K+ analysis. The predicted background contribution from D decays and noncharm continuum events [Fig. 5(b)] is again consistent with the observed total background. The signal contains 23.8 ± 6.3
entries. A subtraction is made for two sources of background which produce enhancements at or near the D/
mass: D +---+ K* 0 n + (0.8 ± 0.6 event 15 ) and nonresonant D/-K+K-n+ (1.8±0.8 events 19 ). The decay
D / - 1/Jn + is excluded by the /(* 0 requirement on
the K - n + mass. The detection efficiency for D/
---.i(*°K+, including B(K* 0 --K-n+), is 7.8%, yielding aB(D/-- i(*°K +) -22 ± 6 ± 6 pb. The systematic
error accounts for the uncertainties in the shape of the
smooth background (21 %), the Monte Carlo efficiency
(14%), the integrated luminosity (7%), and the subtraction of background from the signal peak (5%).

TABLE I. Relative
Experiment
B(D/-K°K+)
B(D/- qm+)

0.92 ± 0.32 ± 0.20d
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FIG. 5. {a) K*°K + mass distribution after kinematic fit, requiring Icos9K I > 0.3. (b) Monte Carlo background distributions: D events (shaded) and the sum of D and noncharm continuum events (unshaded).

To obtain more precise measurements of D/ decay
modes relative to 1/Jn +, we have improved our determination 12 of aB (D/-- 1/Jn +) by using the same kinematic
fitting technique. The systematic uncertainty on the
reconstruction efficiency has been reduced to 14% by further study of D decays in the same data set. The result
is aB(D/--1/Jn+)-26±6±5 pb. Our measured relative branching fractions are given in Table I. The
/(*°K + result is consistent with previous measurements. 19 - 22
The predictions of a factorization calculation 9 (model
I), a QCD sum-rule analysis 23 (model 2), and a model
with final-state interactions 24 (model 3) are compared
with the observed relative branching fractions in Table I.

D/

branching fractions.
Model I

a

Model2 b

0.47

0.43

0.55

0.74

Model 3 c

0.84 ± 0.30 ± 0.22 d
0.87 ± 0.13 ± 0.05 e
B(D/--+ K* 0 rr+)
B(D/-qm+)

0.89±0.32±0.13f
0.93 ± 0.37 g
1.44 ±0.37 h

B(D/-K 0 rr+)
B(Ds+--+K°K+)
B(D/- K 0 rr+)
B(D/- ¢rr+)
a Reference 9.
Reference 23.
c Reference 24.
d This experiment.

b

< 0.22 (90% C.LJd

0.20

< 0.21 (90% C.LJd

0.09

0.11 to 0.22

e Reference 19.
r Reference 20.
g Reference 21.
h Reference 22.
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The decays D/--+ K°K+, K.*°K+, and K 0 n+ may
proceed through spectator or annihilation processes. The
measurements of D/--+ K°K+ and D/--+ K.*°K+ relative to D/ -+!/In+ (a spectator decay) are higher than
the theoretical predictions. 25 However, uncertainties in
these predictions preclude a definitive statement concerning the relative importance of spectator and nonspectator
processes.
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